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Abstract 
The quest for female freedom is no longer news, what is news is that, in 

spite of all efforts to end or minimize the age long menace on the females, 

the problem still persist in various new dimensions such as; rape and other 

degrading, demeaning acts, even by close members of the family. 

Sometimes, this could be traced to the patriarchal behaviours and believe 

about the female whom they see as inferior, passive and weak. These, 

attitudes present the females as servile and vulnerable to patriarchal 

dominance and suppression. The aim of this research is to explore the 

concept, female freedom in the selected plays of three African female 

playwrights, which include; Zulu Sofola’s Wedlock of the Gods, Efua 

Sutherland’s The Marriage of Anansewa and Tess Onwueme’s Then She Said 

It. African Feminism is the adopted theoretical framework for this 

research. The concept, female freedom and her total emancipation from 

traditional claws and the leverage to aspire to her fullest potentials is the 

focus. The method used in carrying out the research is textual analysis and 

it found out that, the female freedom is possible if the female is willing 

and knows what she wants. It concludes that, the depiction of the female 

characters in the plays is a positive way of reconfiguring the once battered 

and distorted image of the female by male writers, hence, the desire to 
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restore her to a position of reverence and prominence in the African 

traditional society. 
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Introduction 

The desire for freedom and liberation is a conscious realization of the 

oppressive nature of traditional system as observed by Gloria Eme Worugji  

in “Women, Revolt, Change and Development in Tess Onwueme’s  The 

Reign of Wazobia” that; “The attempt yearning for freedom and 

development is the beginning of awareness on all who see their position as 

being trampled on” (90). Indeed, women’s rights in the African society have 

been grossly violated hence, the clamor for change as shall be seen in Zulu 

Sofola’s Wedlock of the Gods, Efua Sutherland’s The Marriage of Anansewa and 

Tess Onwueme’s Then She Said It.     

 

Rich Adrienne in a book; On Lies, Secrets, and Silence: Selected Prose 1966-

1978 argues that:  

 Patriarchy is the power of the fathers: a familial-social, 

dialogical, political system in which men by force, direct 

pressure, or through ritual, tradition, law, and language, 

customs, etiquette, education, and the division of labour, 

determine what part women shall or shall not play, and in 

which the female is everywhere subsumed under the male 

(57). 

 

This statement by Adrienne portends that Patriarchy is the male 

domination and control of the cultural, social, economic and political space 

of the society to the utter exclusion or minimal inclusion of an insignificant 

percentage of women. This discriminatory tendency against the women in 

African society is not- unconnected to the classification of the society into 
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the superior and inferior classes, wherein the male folks are perceived as 

superior to their female counterparts, hence, usurps the control mechanism 

of all spheres of cultural, social, political and economic sectors of the 

society. Grace Eche Okereke aptly notes this extreme gender consciousness 

in her work; “The Impact of Feminism and Gender Consciousness on 

African Literature”. She states: 

 

The acute awareness and deep sensitivity to society’s 

definition of masculinity and femininity is based on the 

attribution of specific traits, behaviours, abilities and roles to 

men and women. It refers to the awareness of patriarchal 

society’s pigeonholing of individuals into two major 

opposing groups based on sex – men and women. This 

herding mentality has created binary oppositions that totally 

ignore the uniqueness of individuality as well as the 

commonality of humanity. While masculinity (male) is 

accorded positive attribute of strength, boldness, subjectivity, 

activeness, power and therefore superiority; feminity (female) 

is accorded the direct opposing negative attributes of 

weakness, timidity, objectivity, passivity, powerlessness and, 

therefore, inferiority (164).  

 

Undoubtedly, Okereke’s portrayal of gender above only re-echoes the 

patriarchal prejudice and systematic process of deprivation, discrimination 

and suppression as a result of the woman’s perceived weakness. The 

progenitors and custodians of tradition (male folks) had continued to 

control, objectify and exploit the wholeness of the woman’s body, psyche 

and emotions for man’s private and public selfish pleasure. This fact is 

succinctly captured by Jonas Egbudu Akung and Eton Dien Simon in an 

article captioned “Human Right Violation against the Woman: Examples 

from selected African Novels” when they attest: 
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The victimisation, oppression and marginalisation of women 

in Africa has remained a global concern. This is because 

women throughout Africa have continued to face different 

forms of injustice, which often infringe on their fundamental 

rights. These forms of injustice include wife battery, forced 

early marriages for economic reasons, lack of access to 

educational opportunities, male child preference, rape, 

unlawful detention, discrimination at work place among 

others (51).  

 

These concerns of the women’s plight and travails have unavoidably 

aroused the interests, of female writers who are now poised to re-write their 

story, reconstruct their narrative and portray the woman in a more 

profound position, to agitate for her liberation and freedom, from the 

structures of societal taboos that have held her captive, in Africa for many 

centuries ago. Flora Nwapa’s statement in “African Women Writers, One 

World-One Humanity” is relevant. In her words: “When I do write about 

women in Nigeria, in Africa, I try to paint a positive picture about women 

because there are many women who are very, very positive in their 

thinking, who are very, very independent and very, very industrious” 

(www.womenwriters.one/15/5/2020.  

 

Nevertheless, we shall attempt to analyze some plays by female African 

playwrights in order to explore the concept of female freedom from 

traditional patriarchal society where socially constructed roles of gender 

tend to intersect and discriminate the women.  

 

Theoretical Framework  

This study is carried out in the light of African Feminism. According to 

Filomina Steady as quoted by Grace Eche Okereke, in “African Gender 

Dialogics: Mariama Ba’s So Long a Letter and Ndubuisi Umunnakwe’s Dear 

Ramatoulaye” is “that ideology which encompasses freedom from 

http://www.womenwriters.one/
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oppression based on the political, economic, social and cultural 

manifestations of racial, cultural, sexual and class biases” (261).  Similarly, 

Amakievi Gabriel in a study; “The Dynamics of Culture and feminism 

among the Izon and Edo of the Niger Delta” argues that:  

 

Feminism has its varieties-traditional, liberal, Marxist, 

radical, psychoanalytic, socialist, existentialist and 

postmodern. Distinct and myriad as works on this concept 

are, the frequent themes reflect the ways in which gender has 

been used to subordinate women. In the end, the woman is 

probably unfulfilled and is encouraged to strive towards self-

emancipation or collectively/group female emancipation (33). 

 

From Amakievi’s postulation above, we will explore the African ideal or 

perception of feminism in order to show case how gender has been used to 

subordinate and dehumanised women in the African traditional society. 

Marian-Louisa Wang Ondu in a study; “What is African Feminism: An 

Introduction” summarises the different variants or strands of feminism in 

Africa as she observes that:  

 

They all challenge the term “feminism,” both its Western term 

and roots, because they bring to the forefront the experiences 

of the African woman. Further, they are dependent on 

indigenous blueprints, they take from the histories and 

cultures of the African peoples in order to create the necessary 

tools needed to embolden the women and educate men 

(https://iycoalition.org/what-is-african-feminism-an-

introduction/ 5/6/2019).    

 

It is reasonable to assert from the foregoing that African feminism is very 

suitable to be used in interrogating the various ideals of Female freedom in 

https://iycoalition.org/what-is-african-feminism-an-introduction
https://iycoalition.org/what-is-african-feminism-an-introduction
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the selected plays – Zulu Sofola’s  Wedlock of the Gods, Efua Sutherland’s The 

Marriage of Anansewa and Tess Onwueme’s Then She Said It. 

 

Analyses of the selected plays 

Wedlock of the Gods is a tragic play which explores the travails of a woman 

in an aggressive and repressive traditional system that objectifies, subjugate 

and controls the wholeness of her personality. In this sense, the protagonist 

has absolutely no wishes and desires of her own since the patriarchal 

tradition dictates what she is expected to do and be which is nothing more 

than satisfying the wishes of patriarchy. Early in the play, Awanasia 

admonishes her friend the protagonist in the words which buttress the 

expectation of traditional society concerning the woman thus: “Ogwoma, 

our people say that a man’s daughter is a source of his wealth to him. Your 

parents needed the money for a very expensive sacrifice for your brother 

whom sickness almost killed. You should have been happy that your 

money saved the life of your own brother” (9). 

 

The above statement implies that, the girl child is of economic importance 

to the man such that she can easily be traded for marriage whenever the 

man is in need. The woman is condemn to serving the interest of either her 

father or her husband. Little wonder then that Ogwoma laments her ordeal 

and ill treatment when she is compelled to marry a man whom she has no 

affection for. In a very solemn and pathetic note of self-pity, she states; “You 

do not understand how my heart beats. Because you were not tied like a 

goat and whipped along the road to a man you hated, you are not able to 

understand what my heart tells me” (9).  Ogwoma’s maltreatment as seen 

in the excerpt above is typical of some African cultures, where the woman 

is subjected to very horrible and dehumanising punitive measures, which 

demeans and strips her of self-worth. Her feelings and selfhood are of no 

value to the traditional society except she complies with patriarchal 

expectations otherwise, she is disempowered and denigrated to a worthless 

being.  
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It is in a most undignified and savaged manner that Ogwoma is forced into 

a marriage she utterly rejects. An attempt to resist this form of injustice 

lands her into more serious troubles with her father as she is tied, dragged 

and whipped along the village path to Adigwu’s house. “The brutal and 

near animal method” (Double Yoke, 59) of subjugating and humiliating 

Ogwoma shows the chauvinistic tendencies of male superiority over the 

female. Carlton Marlow H. and Harison M. Davis expressing Margaret 

Fuller’s view in a book entitled; The Search for Woman,  notes that; “A male 

sexist who aggressively subjects women and makes it a fervently patriotic 

duty to keep them subordinate is a male chauvinist” (240). It is clear from 

the above that Ibekwe is a symbol of patriarchy as he demonstrates his 

resoluteness of fostering his will on his daughter as well as a deep-seated 

resentment against any form of resistance. He brutalises Ogwoma into 

“silence and submission” (Okereke, G. E. in “Gender Politics and 

Independent Woman in Buchi Emecheta’s Double Yoke”4) in an attempt to 

question the patriarchal dictates that deprives women from making choices 

about love and marriage.  Consequently, after about three years of an 

uneasy and unhappy marriage, Adigwu’s dead opens up a new chapter of 

agitation and protest for freedom for Ogwoma as she is yet being compelled 

to take the deceased brother as husband in order to bear children for the 

late Adigwu as custom demands. She resist all of such attempts noting that, 

Adigwu’s death was an answered prayer for her to gain freedom. Her 

statement reveals this thus: “I prayed for the past three years for my God to 

deliver me from this marriage. My prayers were answered and nothing can 

stop me this time. Let the moon turn into blood; let the rain become fire; 

Ogwoma will do it again!” (9). 

 

Ogwoma’s prayer in the excerpt above shows the determination of the 

protagonist to free herself hence she defies traditional order by going after 

the man she truly loves and getting pregnant for him during her period of 

mourning without any remorse. She braces up for any consequences that 

may result after wards. Ogwoma exhibits her feminist ideals by going 
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against the patriarchal dictates in her desire for space and freedom to make 

choices that affect her emotions and assert her humanity. She must get 

nothing less, no matter the cost.  

 

Similarly, in The Marriage of Anansewa Efua Sutherland presents another 

dehumanising tale of a young woman who is eternally cast to do her 

father’s bidding. The male chauvinistic character called Ananse is cunning, 

tricky, greedy and desperate to escape from the claws of poverty by offering 

his only daughter in a contest, which will see the highest bidder takes her 

as wife. The crafty George K. Ananse uses emotional blackmail to initiate 

his 20 years old daughter into his plans through a kind of question and 

answer session that will ensure her realisation that the burden of her needs 

and education and her entire well-being rest squarely on her father. As 

Anansewa announces that she wants to go out, against Ananse’s will who 

wants her to type some letters for him, he questions her outing bid as to 

whether it is of any relevance to the family. He interrogates her if she will 

not return home afterwards, in this conversation: 

 

ANANSEWA: I will return home here; why not? 

ANANSE:   And when you return will your fees for E.P’s Secretarial 

school be paid? 

ANANSEWA: No. 

ANANSE:   Haven’t you stayed at home for nearly two weeks because 

you are owing?  And    

                          am I not still straining to find the money? 

ANANSEWA: Yes.  

ANANSE:  I point it out to you that the principal of E.P’s Secretarial 

School – miser that   

                          he is – will remain merciless; that he will not hear of your 

returning unless I  

                          pay; unless you are carrying the money in your hands, Right 

or Wrong? 
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ANANSEWA:  Right. (11). 

 

From the ensuing conversation, Secretarial Education and the overpriced 

tab writer are the baits that Ananse uses to lure his daughter into his 

schemes. Having identified her desire for education, the crafty Ananse 

capitalises on that to manipulate and put her under pressure to submit. 

However, Anansewa on realising this, protests and declines her father’s 

interest to get married in her statement thus:  

My father is selling me, 

Alas, alas! 

Whoever thought he would? 

Alas, alas! 

But let me tell you bluntly, 

I’ll never comply. 

I will not let you sell me 

Like some parcel to a customer (19-20) 

 

Anansewa makes frantic and desperate efforts to demand for her freedom 

noting that she will not comply with her father’s scheme to sell her like a 

commodity in the market place. The onus for this action and liberty lies on 

her to take decisions that concerns her freedom.  This is another 

demonstration of the feminist will to revolt against patriarchal authority as 

Anansewa desires some space and freedom from her father’s wishful 

coercion to marry an old chief which she earnestly kicked against.  Despite 

Anansewa’s actions, the superior and powerful Ananse, must fulfil his 

selfish inordinate desire of  “resting his bones on bouncy Dunlop, attending 

burials in fine clothes, making open donations in church inside the 

gleaming collection plate” (https://fictionindevelopment.org/24/6/2019) 

and Anansewa is the only means to achieving this end, hence the subtle 

pressure, mendacious fine-tuning of her emotions by the trickster Ananse, 

to ensure his daughter’s compliance with the dictates of his wishes. 

Resorting to emotional blackmail is a manipulative dictate of the patriarchal 

https://fictionindevelopment.org/24/6/2019
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system often deployed by the men against the women. Sutherland depicts 

this scheme as a gross violation of the female’s right to make choices that 

pertains to her desires and needs. The coercive force that underlines 

Ananse’s characteristic disposition in his apparent and desperate effort to 

trick, deceive, outfox and compel his daughter to submit to his will, is a 

patriarchal inclination and erroneous way of presenting men as more clever 

than women. Efua Sutherland therefore draws attention to this erroneous 

perception of female ignorance and passivity as a social creation of the 

traditional society hence advocates for a change.     

    

Nevertheless, Tess Onwueme, has also demonstrated the quest for freedom 

by women in Then She Said It. The play explores the appalling condition of 

deprivation arising from mismanagement of resources by expatriates and 

corrupt leaders in government. Iniobong Uko in her book, Gender and 

Identity in the Works of Osonye Tess Onwueme observes that, “The play, Then 

She Said It “is a scathing critique of the oppressive, exploitative and corrupt 

trend in the devastated land of the imaginary Hungerian socio-economic 

system,…protest as a dominant strategy for survival is adopted by the 

women in Then She Said It” (164). Early in the play, there is a foreshadow of 

the divisive nature of the land of Hungeria as people are sectionalised into 

two unequal groups, the rich and the poor inhabiting different areas of land 

befitting of their different status. The synopsis of the setting reveals that: 

 

All actions take place in the fictional state of Hungeria. There 

are two main activity areas. One is marked the GRA/OIL 

CLUB, with the sign: RESTRICTED AREA. KEEP OFF! A 

locked iron gate shields this restricted area with all its 

nuances of affluence and upper-class habitation. Opposite 

this area is the bare surrounding of the market square, which 

is the main frontier of the community’s life activity and 

struggles. There are no solid structures to inhibit the flow of 
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the people’s movement. Only the barricaded empty fuel 

station stands out in this open market place (viii).  

 

There is obvious separation of the “haves” and the “haves-not” in the play. 

The rich and powerful inhabit the sophisticated but restricted genial 

environment while the poor and powerless roam in the noise polluted open 

market with all its attendant health hazards of dirt and filths.  

 

Uwem Affia in a research, “Protest, Resistance and Activism in the Drama 

of Osonye Tess Onwueme” notes the nature of the country of Hungeria 

when he reveals thus: 

 

The name Hungeria is a sad comment on the plight of the 

oppressed….Hungeria is certainly a land of hunger. This 

early identification of the setting of the play sets the tone for 

what is to follow. It gives a picture of what to expect – the 

exploitation and the protest and resistance. Hungeria 

therefore, is a place where people suffer deprivation and 

wants, hunger, disease, exploitation and abject poverty. After 

suffering these conditions for decades, the oppressed, 

exploited and marginalized said it, she said it, amplifying the 

voice of all the voiceless (288). 

 

The conspicuous depiction of Hungeria in the excerpt above as a land of 

suffering and lack is attributed to corrupt leaders in government. There is 

growing suspicion of leader’s corrupt tendencies as displayed in their 

ostentatious and luxurious lifestyles in Hungeria. Obida, Niger, Benue and 

the Women have gradually become very curious and critical of the corrupt 

activities of the government that conspires with foreign oil firms to exploit 

the land for oil proceeds that only lines the pockets of a few individuals 

while the majority of people suffer in pains, penury and starvation.  
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The citizens are practically schemed out of everything in the country 

because of their poor and lowly class status. The fuel attendant for instance 

refuses to sell fuel to the women because the price is hiked to one thousand 

naira (1000 naira) but hoards it and sell to the Businessman after receiving 

a bribe as seen in the conversation below where Benue suspects the 

interaction between the Businessman and the fuel attendant:  

BENUE: You see? Watch them. 

BENUE: What did I tell you? 

NIGER: Bribery, it’s there. 

OBIDA: And they like to hoard and hoard everything. 

NIGER: For people wey get money. 

OJI/FUEL ATTENDANT (Aside to the businessman): Oga, I hear. Make 

them commot first. 

OJI/FUEL ATTENDANT: Yes saar. Dem too plenty now. 

ETHIOPE/BUSINESSMAN: I will come back later then? (16). 

 

The excerpt above is a revelation of the goings-on in the society of 

Hungeria, nay Nigeria. They are insulted, embarrassed and harassed as 

seen in the Fuel attendant reactions below: 

 

FUEL ATTENDANT: You dey mad? 

OBIDA: You too. You’re mad. Why give fuel to him and not to us? 

FUEL ATTENDANT: If you wan fuel, den pay… (Showing.) Dat na one  

                   thousand…  

WOMEN: What? 

FUEL ATTENDANT: Yes. Take it or leave it. (20). 

 

The arrogance of the fuel attendant demonstrated above is a clear 

manifestation of the moral decadence and disrespect for law and order in 

Hungeria which could be likened to Nigeria. The poor remains vulnerable 

to the oppressive tendencies of the rich few who exploit every opportunity 

to pounce on them like vultures do to the carcass of dead animals. They 
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(women) are preys to the unavoidable predators of corrupt men. The 

secluded GRA appears to be a place where the women can trade and make 

some sales despite the attendant danger of assault and rape that 

accompanies it. Koko is a victim of rape from the GRA marauders as seen 

in the excerpt below: 

KOKO (Tearfully):  All…all of them. Cut deep with their knife. I fought. 

Tried…tried to            

    close my eyes. Tight. (Screams.) Aaah! How I prayed God to close 

them  

forever. Bury me alive. But when I opened, I saw him…grinning into 

my  

face. The thief… (Screams.) Aaaaaah! God, now I know…You? Man?   

Why did you do this to me? Why? True? God? (Sing-song) 

What…what  

are you? Where? Where are you? (The women hold her as she falls) (30). 

 

Onwueme’s portraiture of the high level of lawlessness in the Hungerian 

nay Nigerian society as seen from Koko’s experience shows how the society 

has drifted to the point of decadence and ignominy. The suppressive 

impulse and aggressive disposition of the rich against the women has 

reached a height. This depicts the stratified social relationship of humans 

where the women are rank the lowest in the class hierarchy. They are 

discriminated and oppressed is hence, Onwueme’s call for change.   

 

Consequently, the women have suddenly realised that government does 

not protect their interest hence the need to take their destinies in their hands 

if any meaningful change is to be achieved. The cartel of exploiters and 

oppressors, which include, Atlantic, the foreign oil director, Kainji, the 

government official and Ethiope as well as the traditional chief must be 

dismantled. The Young woman states: 
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YOUNG WOMAN: Ok, then you take your own destiny into your own 

hands. It’s  

your choice. So now, go ahead and tell the world what you’re going 

through. 

CHORUS (Chanting): Yes, about time. Our story: Hear! Hear! Hear us! 

YOUNG WOMAN: What did Mama say? 

CHORUS (pounding their feet). Beat! Beat! Beat the drums! (2). 

 

The women must be determined to rise against the powers that have 

plunged them into the untold predicament of abject poverty as seen in the 

conversation above. They must confront their oppressors squarely in a 

manner that shows that political power belongs to the masses. This feminist 

inclination is driven by the desire for liberation from class oppression and 

suppression.  The women have mustered the will and courage and are at 

the frontiers of this agitations as the men appear not to have the capacity to 

stand up to the bourgeoisie class. The women have been grossly victimised, 

raped, humiliated and even killed. They can no longer condone 

government’s brutality hence the need to stand up and in unison fight their 

common enemies. Hence, cooperation and togetherness becomes the key as 

we hear from the loud voice from behind:  

 

VOICE: (Loud from behind) Stop dis nonsense man-woman palava you all. 

Wetin?  

We de cry here for beta tin for we life and you just dey run your mouth like 

broken water pipe dey wet each other wey you all suppose to dey talk for 

each other. Abi? You know wetin life be? You scatch my back… 

CHORUS: I scratch yours.   

VOICE: Na sooo! 

CHORUS: True-True! 

VOICE TWO: But that doesn’t mean we won’t fight for ourselves, each of 

us. 

CHORUS: Of course. No be why we come here? 
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VOICE TWO: Yes! That’s why we poor people, man or woman, must join 

hands    

                         together to fight our common enemies, these rich and 

powerful      

                         people (61).  

 

From the conversation above, the relegated women have resolved to press 

on with the agitation for their freedom from oppression and deprivation in 

the face of plenty.  They have taken the centre-stage to dramatize their 

shameful condition by drawing attention to their plight in the move to 

sabotage the operations of the multinational oil corporations and the 

perverted class interest that has kept them hostage and in misery for so 

long. It will take courage, determine action and cooperation of all those 

affected by the travails of injustice and oppression to fight back hence the 

need to shelve all personal disagreements that may derail this onerous task.   

Having done a full sanitisation of the populace and decided on the best 

course of action, as Obida declares in a tone that buttresses the urgency of 

the moment thus: 

 

OBIDA: Rise up, mothers! My ancestors. Wake! Wake. Wake up! Your 

daughters need you now. The tide is high, high up. The flood threatens to 

swallow us. And the sharks, white and black, have taken over the shores. 

Our land. Arise mothers! Your daughters are sinking. Drowning. Gobbled 

as torn flesh by the ever hungry sharks now ruling our land. (Desperately.) 

Can’t you hear me? Mothers, arise! Lead us!  (76). 

 

The excerpt above is a clarion call for intervention on the predicament that 

has befallen the women who are subdued in the yoke and burden of 

poverty and misery. Unfortunately, their oppressors represented by the 

image of the “sharks” feed fat from the spoils of the land. This intolerable 

injustice is what the women must rise to confront and dismantle. 

Onwueme’s vivid depiction of the aggressive and brutal posture of the 
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oppressor using the predatory metaphor of the “shark” is a testament to the 

mindless ferocity with which the cartel of exploiters disparage the women 

and cow them to a life of misery, servitude and silence.  

 

Onwueme, the playwright sees this prevailing injustice as callous and 

wicked hence demands an immediate and profound change. The change 

she advocates for here is all encompassing such that it will ensure complete 

integration of all members of the society to benefit from the socio-economic 

fortunes of the state irrespective of their gender or class. Conclusion 

 

The prominence and centrality of the female writer in the contemporary 

African society can no longer be contended. The social upheavals of the 

societal elevation of the male and the converse degradation of the female is 

the ensuing debate which the female writers see as social prejudice against 

the woman in traditional African society. The female writers have therefore 

used their various works to draw attention to the prevailing social 

inequality that bedevils the society as a result of the characterisation and 

classification of individuals either as superior or inferior beings on the basis 

of gender. The contention which has continued to reverberate in female 

authored works is with the intention to restore the dignity of the woman 

and the sanctity of womanhood. 

 

The three female playwrights have therefore demonstrated their feminist’s 

impulses and creative ingenuity by reconfiguring the image of the woman 

to endow her with strength, capacity, virtue and propriety. It is with eulogy 

that the once silent, suppressed and voiceless woman can now resist the 

attempt to violate her right as portrayed by Ogwoma in Wedlock of the gods,   

Anansewa, in The Marriage of Anansewa and the galvanized effort of the 

women in Then She Said It. It is now obvious from the foregoing that, the 

concepts of intersections and gender are patriarchal formations used to 

discriminate, sideline, exploit, deprive, subject and disposes women of all 

privileges and rights that God freely gives to humanity. The advocacy of 
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the playwrights in this instance is for the society to discountenance this 

vicious perception, entrench gender parity and ensure the development of 

an egalitarian society where all individuals can aspire to maximize their 

potentials as equal members of the society. 

 

Finally, one cannot be wrong to state that the three female playwrights have 

successfully advanced the course of women liberation in their various plays 

as the selected ones for this paper reveal. This shows that the playwrights 

are in tune with the global agenda on the freedom of the woman from all 

manner of inhibition, a race that is endless in any human society as the 

selfish and control tendencies of patriarchy and the power drunk 

individuals are always unavoidable in all societies.   
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